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Abstract: A one point iteration scheme is introduced to approximate single
roots of nonlinear 'equations. Proposed scheme replaces the derivative of the
function i n Newton's Method by appropriately chosen forward or 'Dacbward
difference formulae. It is shown that tihe order of coovergence of the new .method
is a t ieast two and this theory is supported by computational results.
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Newton's method which approximates the root of a nonlinear equation
using the value of the function and its derivative, in an iterative fashion, is
probably the best known ana most widely used algoriihm. However, in many
practical applications, the function is not given in closed form, rather it is the
output from sorne computational or experimental procedure which is available.
Even if the function is given by a formula, it rnay be too cumbersome to calculate
its derivative and further Newton's method could be very expensive if the
computation of the derivative requires substantially more operations than
t h a t of computing the function.
In this paper, we discuss the possibiPity of approximating the derivative by
suitable difference approximations. It is shown that the suggested method
converges quadratically and this theory is supported by computational
results. I t is observed that, for certain functions, suggested method can produce
even better accuracy than that of Newton's method.

A similar method using forward differences for the derivative which is
.~
termed quasi Newton's method has been discussed by Dennis & S ~ h n a b e l We
have tested o w method, which is termed Combined Finite Difference Newton's
Method, for the time being, against both Newton's and quasi Newton's methods
and found that for many functions our method not only converges faster, but also
produces better approximations.
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2. PRELlMlNmY RESULTS

Definition (2.1) A function f is Lipschitz continuous with constant y in a set A,
written f E Lipy(A),

For an open interval D, let f : D

Lemma (2.1):
f/

Proof

E

Lipy(D). Then for any x ,y

E

-+

T!(

and let

D,

1 ff y) - flx) - f /(xXy-x)I
=

I f /(5) (y - X) - f

(x) (y - x)

I

(by Mean Value Theorem)

= ly-XI lf/(~)-ft(x)l
I

(by Lipschitz continuity)

ly-xl rl5-xl

(since x 15 < y)
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Lemma (2.2Y :

fI

Proof

E

For an open interval D, let f :D +

Lipr (D). Then for any x , y

fly) - f(x) - f '(XI (y-x) =

i

E

and let

D,

[f '(z) - f /(x)l dz

X

Let z = x + (y-x)t, then dz = (y -x)dt
Substituting these in the integral gives:

-

fly) fix) - f /(x)(y- X) =

1

[f '(x +(y - x)t - f '(x)] (y - x)dt

0

Lipschitz continuity off together with triangle inequality gives:
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(3.1) &w~QS¶'S
Method : Newton's aorithm to approximate the root a of
the nonlinear equation Ax) = 0 is to start with an initial approximation x,
sufficiently close to a and to use the one point iteration scheme

Figure 1: Newton's iterative step.
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for an open interval D and let
Let f : D -+
Theorem (3.U5
f1 E
Lip*(D). Assume that for some p > 0 , 1f '(x) 1 > p for every x E D.
If f(x)= O has a solution a G D ,then there is some q > 0 suchthat :
If

xo - a I a q ,then the sequence {xmJ
generated by

exists and converges to a . Furthemore, for n = 0 , 1 , ...

(3.2) Combined Finite Difference Newton9sMethod : The combined F'inite
Difference Newton's method is the new method suggested in this paper. When xo
is sficiently close to the root a,it can be given by the one point iteration scheme

Y

\ Y = f(X)

X , - (FDN)

Figure 2: Convergence of O N )and 0Methods
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4. ANALYSIS OF CONVERGENCE

Theorem (4.1)

Let f : D + for an open interval D and let f / E Lipy(D).
Assume that for some p > 0, 1 f /(x) I 2 p for ,every x E D.
If f(x) = 0 has a simple root a E D, then the combined finite
difference Newton's method defined by (FDN)is quadratically
convergent to the root a for x, sufficiently close to a and hn
sufficiently small.

Lemma (4.1)

Let f : D -+ $ for an open interval D and let f ' ~
Lipy(D).
Assume that for some p > 0, If /(x)1 2 p for every x E D.
Then bn defined by (FDN) satisfies the inequality:

Proof

hn 1 bn 1

=

I flx i hn)- fcx,)1 = 1 fl(c) 1 hn for some 5

D
(by Mean Value Theorem)
E

i.e. I b n = f 1 ( 5 ) ( > p ( s i n c e t ~D)
Hence I bi1 1 5 p1

Lemma (4.2)

LipJD).
Let f : D + for an open interval D and let f ' ~
Then bndefined by (FDN) satisfies the following inequality:

1 bn - f /(xn)1 5 'yh,
2
Proof

1 bn - f l(xn)'1

*

for every xn hnE D

1

= flxn + hn)- f(xn)- f /(xn)hnI hi1

I

= fixn+ hn)- ~IXJ - f1(xn)(xn+ h n - x,,)

1 q-1

r y ( 1 xn + hn- xn1 2/2)h,,-1 (by Lemma (2.2))
= yhn/2

Proof of Lemma (4.2) for bn = [f(xn)- f(xn- h,)l

is similar.
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Proof of Theorem (4.1):
Let en =
We have

l

a - xn I

= xn - f(xn)/b, and fla) = 0

Xn+l

x ~- a
+ =~xn - a - f(x,)/bn

Thus

= bn-lIf(a)- f(xn)- bn(a- x,))
I f a ) - f(xn)- f l(xn)(a
- xn) + (f '(xn>- bn>( a - xn)}
=b;U

*
Y

< p-I (

-en2
2

Y

2 p1{-

2

e:

2 (ylp)en2

+ I (f /(xn)-bn)1 e,)
+ y hnen/ 2 )

(by Lemmas (4.1) & (2.2))
(by Lemma (4..2))

(if hn ien)

Note : It is possible to establish the second order convergence of (FDN) using only
Lemma (2.1) instead of Lemma (2.2).However, the constant in (4.1)then becomes
2(y/p) instead of -yip.

5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We applied both m'ethods (N)and (FDN)to several functions using different initial
values cmd stepsizes. Tables 1and 2 contain summaries of the results obtained.
(5.1) Analysis of Computational Results : Every function tested with various
initial values and stepsizes not only supports the proven theory of quadratic
convergence of (FDN)but goes beyond that and suggests the order of convergence
of the proposed method could be even higher! Also note that in all cases, error in
(FDN) is smaller than that of (N). Though this has nothing to do with the order of
convergence, we can visualize this geometrically. In other words, while we can
reach arbitrarily close to the root by adjusting the stepsize in (FDN) , (N) doesn't
provide such flexibility. This is evident in both tables 1and 2.
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(5.2)Number of Function Evaluations : One might be tempted to argue that
(FDN) as presented require one more function evaluation than that of (N). When
we know the behaviour of the function, which is the case most of the time, we can
avoid evaluating both f(xn+ hn) and f(xn- kin) a t each step by indicating which
formula to be used. For example, if f(x)is an increasing function, we know that the
backward difference formula should be used when f(x) > 0 and i t is the forward
difference formula when f(x) < 0. If we incorporate this knowledge in programming, only one fresh function evaluation is necessary for each iteration.
(5.3)Choice of Stepsize : We established the second order convergence of the
method imposing the condition hn<en on the stepsize. Clearly it is not a necessary
condition but it is sufficient. However, we have to make sure that this requirement
is met computationally, to ensure second order convergence.
Note that
(if, f E Lip,(D))

Thus if we choose hn 5 p-l I fix,)

I

(< en), second order convergence is ensured.

In some cases, we can reach closer to the root by adjusting the stepsize. This
does not necessarily mean that we have to reduce the stepsize. Observe that in
cases of Ax) = x3- 10 and fix) = (x-1IS- 1,convergence was faster for larger stepsize.
We can suggest that it is advisable to select the largest possible stepsize, bearing
in mind that conditions xn r hn E D and hn c en are also required for second order
convergence.
We have proved in theorem (4.1) that (FDN) is at least second order
convergent. In fact, the computational results overwhelmingly suggest that
(FDN) converges faster than Newton's method in all cases. Hence it is best to use
(FDN) for root fmding not only in the absence of the derivative but wherever
Newton's method is applicable.
Now that we have established the Finite Difference Newton's method by
providing computational evidence and sound theoretical support, the obvious next
directions would be to apply the method to functions of several variables and to
unknown functions whose values at required points in the domain could be
generated by some experimental or computational procedure.
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